
Everett J. Roberts Grand Knight, PSD and Dennis J. Wachter Past Grand Knight 

Council 11762, St. John Bosco Lakewood, WA 98498 

Comments on Resolutions proposed for 119th State Convention. 

The following By-Laws and Rules, already in place by the Supreme Council, the Charter 

Constitution Laws, and the Washington State By-Laws and Rules have not been changed or 

modified therefore are the governing rules in all cases mention the submission of Resolutions 

119th State Convention Virtual Format to be held during the period of 13 to 15 May 2022: 

Supreme By-Laws and Rules, Chapter II, Membership – Officers-Eligibility, Sec 12(a), 

State Council shall consist of the Grand Knights and a Past Grand Knight, actually residing in 

the state or jurisdiction, from each subordinate council in good standing, and the State Officers, 

ex officio, and the last living Past State Deputy. 

Charter Constitution Laws, Chapter II State Councils, Membership-Officers-Eligibility, Sec 12. 

(a), State Councils shall consist, etc. exact wording of the Supreme By-Laws and Rules. Same as 

above. 

Washington State Council By-Laws, Article II Membership, Section 1. The State Council shall 

consist of a State Chaplain, the Grand Knight and a Past Grand Knight from each subordinate 

council in good standing, the State Officer, and the last living Past State Deputy residing in the 

jurisdiction of the State Council where he served as State Deputy. 

Robert’s Rules, Revision 12 Edition 2020,Resolutions Committee, 59:5, 59.42, 59:55, 59:67-83  

59:78 Courtesy Resolutions. Robert’s rules on Order address in several pages the overall 

advantages of the Resolutions Committee having the option of consolidation several resolutions 

such as Greetings, into one motion for saving of time and expediency.  

59:74 Variations in the Power of the Resolution Committee. In the simplest arrangement, the 

resolutions committee has only the power to put revolution in proper form, eliminate 

duplications where similar resolution is offered, and ensure that all resolution relating to a 

specific subject will offered in a logical sequence. IN other cases the resolutions committee is 

given the authority to make substantive alterations to a resolution, but only with the sponsors 

consent, while in still others, by vote of the committee-sometimes a two-thirds vote-the 

substance of the resolution can be altered and resolutions can be reported to the assembly in the 

altered form as thought the committee has originated it. Refers to Resolution adopted in 2019 

which did away with authorization by adding one word “Not” to the work “May” which changed 

the power of the resolution committee to act law with this rule by Robert’s Rule. 

59:75 Except as rules may provide, otherwise, the Resolution Committee is required to report all 

resolutions referred to it; but the committee can if it wishes, report a resolution with “no 

recommendations.” If the committee is given the power to “not to report” a resolution, thus 

withholding it from the consideration by the convention – a requirement of an unusually high 

vote within the committee (such as three fourths vote or a vote of two thirds of the committee 



members should be imposed; and the convention should always be given the power to override 

such a decision of the Resolutions Committee and order the committee to report the resolution, 

by a majority vote. 

Pennies for Heaven, Incorporated, initiated in Yakima, Washington March 9, 1991 

Art V, Directors – list the current State Officers and one PSD. They serve in different titles, not 

as State Officer titles.  

Art IV, Members (1) Members. The members of this Corporation shall be the Grand Knights of 

each of the local council of the Knights of Columbus in the State of Washington at the time of 

annual meeting of the corporations. 

Art V Meeting of the Members (1) Annual Meeting: the annual meeting of the members shall be 

held in the same month as the summer meeting of the Washington State Council of the Knights of 

Columbus and at a time and place that is determined and published the same in the Washington 

State Council Bulletin so long as such notice of the annual meeting is published not less than 

sixty (6) days before such scheduled annual meeting. 

Supreme Guidelines, Resolutions Committee (Office of the Supreme Advocate, 3/8/2021 and 

4/14/2015). 5. The Report of the Resolutions Committee. 

The chairman of the committee shall present his report to  the State Council, announcing all valid 

and properly submitted resolution, ….. (1) Adopt; (2) Reject; (3) No Action; or (4) Refer to the 

State Executive Committee. In addition the committee may offer a substitute resolution, which 

modifies or refines the rationale and/or proposed action of one or more submitted resolutions. 

This portion of the guidance by the Supreme Advocate is mute due the resolution submitted in 

2019 that stated the “resollutions committee “May Not” submit such action to the delegates in 

attendance at future State conventions”. 

6. the Voting on the Resolutions. 

3rd paragraph After the Chairman of the Resolutions Committee shall makes amotion as to each 

resolution to accept the Committees recommendation, there will be a brief pause before the 

Chairman of the meeting drops the gavel, marking the end of the discussion period for that 

resolution. If no objection is raised during the that pause, it shall be understood that the motion is 

passed, meaning that the assembled body agrees to follow the Committee recommendation. If a 

delegate raises an objection, the question may be discussed and put to a vote, in accordance with 

Robert’s Rules of Order. 

 

 

 

 

 



 Resolution 9 Amending Article III  

Overview: Resolution that are in conflict with Supreme By-Laws and Rules, Charter 

Constitution Laws, in order for a state resolution to be accepted by Supreme Council, and are in 

difference to the Supreme By-Laws and Charter Constitution Laws would have to approved by 

the Board of Directors which would require  Supreme to change their by-laws, then the 

Washington State Council By-Laws could be changed. Washington State Council By-Laws, 

latest published by SD Patrick Kelley 2021, Pennies for Heaven, Incorporated, initiated in 

Yakima, Washington March 9, 1991, a change to the Washington State By-Laws and Pennies for 

Heaven, Incorporated would then have to be addressed in a separate, earliest could be the State 

Convention of 2023 or one submitted to the Summer Annual Meeting, July 2022.  

Background – In 201, I  addressed this issue with several state personnel about holding the State 

Convention in a large membership area that includes large number of councils with delegates 

with 25 to miles. Many delegates will not use expensive hotel rooms, since travel many wives 

wouldn’t attend many functions due to costs plus travel. Note- also that since the 80’s and 90’s 

delegates participation has decreased from mid to high 90’s to last 2019 attended convention in 

the mid 50’s to 60’s even though the number of councils has increased from the love 100’s to the 

mid 300’s.  

.Art III, Section 1, Art III, Section V, Article VI, Section 1h. Comment:  when the main 

resolution amends the Article VI, Section 1h, which appears to be a complete delete of that 

section which call for a summer meeting of the Washington State Council. It must be noted that 

the Supreme By-laws, Section 12a. Membership – Officers-Eligibility. Sec 12. (a) State Councils 

shall consist of the Grand Knights, and a Past Grand Knight, actually residing in the state or 

jurisdiction, form each subordinate council in good standing, and State Officers, ex officio, and 

the last living Past State Deputy. The main resolution part deals with Art VI, Section 1h, to many 

articles made part of this resolution 

The issue of Grand Knights being a burden of high cost borne by the state council, and  

etc.…..therefore it be resolved that Article Vi, Section 1h be eliminated from Article VI and Article 

III of the …… be amended as follows. This resolution violates the Supreme by-laws and rules 

recognizing that the Grand Knight and Past Grand Knight are part of the state council and the 

summer and winter meeting held are in the State Council order. 

Summer meetings attended by Grand Knights and Past Grand Knights, the attendees paid for 

their room and stipends given were minimal, meals and other costs again were borne by the 

attendee as most of the attendees brought their families along in the past for a 3-day holiday 

normally. 

Section 1, D. the original statement in the Washington state by-laws, was duly qualified versus 

only third, duly qualified would mean that they are in good standing and carry a travel card as 

only refers to a member regardless of whether he Is duly qualified. 

Article VII, Section E, 2. …all resolution requiring an increase in per capita shall be printed and 

published electronically in a format accessible to subordinate councils. The wording of the 

original by-law which was omitted and especially important to control the voting process 



“requires a 2/3rds vote for approval under Article VII – Finances, Section 3. The amount of per 

capita assessment shall be…..and shall not be modified unless an affirmative vote of two thirds 

majority of the voting delegates in attendance at the State Council Meeting. This issue is 

addressed Art III, Section 5. States that “no resolutions presented…… and it is further addressed 

in Art VII Finances, Section 3, which states “the amount…shall not be modified unless by 

affirmative vote of two thirds majority…….Meeting. 

Sections 3. 4. 5. And 6 Comment: same articles are confusing in that it states several different 

options of how and who will get the resolutions  and when. In one case the SS will distribute the 

resolution-to-resolution Committee Chairman to distribute 30 days prior, the SS shall certify all 

resolution submitted prior to deadline as stipulated, but leaves out that no resolutions can be 

submitted after that stipulated date which in some areas is referenced as March 15, the resolution 

committee chair will distribute to the committee 30 days prior to the state meeting. What is 

confusing is how in those last 30 days prior to the state convention the issue of who is getting 

copies, who is mailing to whom, how the council will have a change to review the resolutions if 

not in the Grand Knights control the 30 days prior. 

7. The resolutions Committee will prepare…to be considered. Before or after the resolutions 

committee has met either formally or virtually and since the confusion of who mails what and to 

whom and when under the 3, 4, 5 and 6 parts of Section 1h. 

8. the resolution committee… recommendations to the delegates either accept, decline or take no 

action, is in direct contrast to the Supreme Guidance outlined in 2015 and 2021 that the four 

recommendations to delegate are – adopt, no action, reject or refer to the executive committee. 

9. resolutions submitted by subordinate councils may not be amended., etc. integrity of the 

resolution process is protected. This is in contrast to the resolution15  submitted and if approved, 

what action will be taken by the resolutions committee to take action not to bring to the floor 

resolution 15. If approved resolution 9 will not supersede resolution 15 as it has been published 

and finding no mention of this case in Robert’s rules Rev 12, the resolution 15 must come on the 

floor and be voted upon which would change the 2019 resolution from one word change of “may 

not” to “may” which gives the authority to the Resolutions Committee to propose reasonable 

changes to enhance the integrity of a resolution that may be lacking wordsmithing which is 

beneficial to the integrity of the resolution. 

The main issue why this resolution should be rejected is that it is difference to several directives 

on what constitutes a Washington State Council which is explicit stated in several directives 

which two precede state by-laws and rules, being Supreme Section 12a and Membership – 

Officer- Eligibility SEC. 12 (a) of the Charter Constitution Laws. 

Resolution 10 Amending Vi Duties of Elective Officers Section 1d 

The resolution addresses the issue of reports by a District Deputy to the Annual State Convention 

delegate. 



Article VI, Duties of Elective Officer, Section 1. d. basically this states that the District Deputy is 

an appointed position and not an elected position, but is the voice of the State Deputy to the 

council members 

Article VIII Reports Section 4 is actually a more definitive duty of the District Deputy, is not 

confusing as it outlines the duties of a District Deputy in state council, and outlines his position 

to report on the condition of each of the councils in his district. 

Article Vi, Section 1d, appoint versus elected is an issue in the resolved area if the state council 

wishes it remain under an elected position description which it is not, and the working of the 

State Deputy delegates the direction of the District Deputy is confusing as to the meaning of 

what delegation means. 

 

Resolution 11 Article Vi Duties of Elective Officers section 1 h. 

Overview: this resolution is in difference to Supreme Sec 12a and others by-laws concerning the 

members of the Washington State Council. Again confusion here as Section 1h was addressed in 

another resolution. 

It must be peated here that Supreme Council Section 12a addresses the issue of who is a member 

of the State Council, and Grand Knights and Past Grand Knights are for the purpose of attending 

all and any state council meetings. 

The statement of the Supreme Council requires to convene a meeting of State Officer and 

District Deputies, unable to find a specific statement that addresses the summer/winter meeting 

other than the knowledge of previous correspondence between Supreme and State Deputies 

advising them of where a summer/meeting would be held, normally centrally located and when it 

would be held. No reference found in the charter Constitution Laws; however my current copy is 

dated2015.  

It is stated that incurred cost for the PSD’s, Program Directors and Committee Chairman at the 

two additional meeting required by the supreme council by the state and councils. 

 Councils do not fund any of these on state sponsored meeting, however in cases of delegates 

some cases assist in providing additional funds to cover the expense.  

The PSD’s, State Chairman and Program Directors were over the last 40 years invited to attend 

and not directed to attend and in doing so normally, a stipend was given to the PSD’s which was 

not asked for and to the other attendees if any given it was at the direction of the State Deputy 

which is some cases was done.  

An issue of mileage and per diem keeps being addressed sublimely but in all actual cases the last 

mileage and per diem was given or upgraded in 1972 and shouldn’t be used as a source of 

payment in a great amount as it actually should be covered by the Per Capita which saw the last 

upgrade of $2.00 in 2003 to 2019. 



Again it is mentioned that Article Vi, Section 1h be removed from the state by-laws which 

confuses me further if it is already approved in one other resolution why make it a point to 

stipulate in this resolution. If Resolution 9 was rejected this is a mute point and if approved again 

this becomes a mute point. 

Recommend Resolution Committee Reject due to Supreme Council By-law 12 a and others,  

Resolution 12 Amending Art VII Finances Section 3 

Overview: The last Per Capita Increase from $7.00 to $9.00 occurred in2003,… 

Comment: The calculated inflationary index from 2003 to 2022 project ….purchasing power of 

$1.54 which the index indicates is 0.56 a little different than stated but a clue to reason for a Per 

Capita increase. 

In order for many delegates to understand the difference between the reason for the increase of 

$2.00 in 2003 and the increase of overall $5.00 now and the next 6 years, understand what was 

happening then and why that $2.00 was so successful and meaningful for the state funds and why 

it held true to support the state from 2003 to 2019.  

Background: From the years before 1991 to 2002,  the state officers had maintained a budget in 

good standing with residual going on to each succeeding State Officers coming into office.  

This was our credo at the time and financial management was strong with the new addition of 

computers coming into being in 1993 under PSD Tom Weber who developed Quatro Pro. Our 

Budgets were sound and our expenses carefully maintained. 

 In 2003, it was decided that the time had come under PSD Wayne Hogan who approached the 

state Officers and Past State Deputies Good of the Order, who agree that the time was now to go 

forward. The reason for this was the research of the 1991 to 2002 income and expenditures 

increasing each year. 

PSD George Turk after the resolution was presented, came forward as the Historian of the 

Washington State Council and presented many issues that needed addressing. To understand a 

quick update of what he said and why it was important for the delegates in attendance to support 

this resolution and go back to your council members with it in mind: 

Printing and Meeting cost had risen dramatically, at the time the state supplied hard copies to 

every council in the state, assemblies and other venues a myriad of printed and meeting 

documents.  

State Convention produced voluminous state documents including convention booklet, mass 

programs for 3 masses, necrology, handouts, State conventions proceeding, etc. and many other 

hard copy documents. 

The directories were printed and every council, assembly, state officer, district deputi9es state 

chairman, program directors, insurance agents, Past State Deputies, former first Ladies and 

squires plus mail out to neighboring jurisdictions on directories.; 



Histories books were printed at one state conventions, the state Grand Knight Handbook, was 

produced given out to all Grand Knights and new one coming aboard after for several years. 

State By-laws. Convention resolution, convention proceeding and every bit of printed material 

went by mail to every council in the state and others as shown in our mailing list. 

The supreme delegates were given pins for the Monday night exchange plus the State Deputy 

hosted a dinner on Tuesday for all the delegates and other members who attended the supreme 

convention on their own dime. 

The mailing at the time the Post Office has a program for Bulk or Group Mailing all over the 

state. So every bit of mail that went out had to hand addressed with mailing notices, stuffed, and 

then sorted for mailing this normally was 4 per council for state bulletin again which was printed 

and produced at that time about 400 to 500 copies. The group mail then was taken to the Post 

Office which meant that they inspected mostly every mail going out to make sure it was properly 

addressed in the proper category for mail and this sometimes took hours. Actually this job 

usually fell to the State Secretary unless other state officers were around to help and the state 

bulletin editor involved. 

This didn’t include the cost of all the prizes, awards, plaques that were presented plus the state 

convention cost that were incurred at the dinners for the cost of guests, Family of the year, etc. 

plus a lot of other cost which PSD George Turk presented. It was accepted and approved which 

without that presentation would never have happened I believe as I happened to be PSD Hogan 

Membership Chairman at that time and I knew the expenses the state was going through then. 

The point of PSD George Turk presentation on the floor, was to point out those areas and many 

others that had seen an increase significantly over the last several years across the board in all of 

the state council meeting to produce the communications flow of information to each and every 

council and others of printed material, cost of awards and prizes, hotel room, meals and costs 

overall for all state meetings that the state was facing. 

Point of PSD Turk:  current state council functions quite different mostly none of the issues for 

printed materials exist except in minor cases, mailings are very minimal compared to the large 

volume in 2003, the use of the State Website for mostly all communications efforts is the main 

point of communications and emails to members they need to contact is also a main form of 

communications, in other words the website and emails replaced most all of the increased efforts 

for  $2.00 Per Capita raised by PSD Turk. Needless to say the resolution passed and as pointed 

out it lasted basically for 16 years until 2019. 

Whereas the WSC per capita has decreased…etc.  Per Capita is on a yearly basis as is with the 

councils therefore in an audit decrease based on this wording, the first six months is the basic 

income of per capita for the state the same as for the council as the period of 1 July to 31 

December is actually income for the next 6 months so it can’t be figured as income for the past 

year of 1 July to 31 June as the budget is based on that period. 

Whereas, the WSC is anticipating a yet undetermined decrease, etc. the WSC has had an increase 

of membership from 1 Jan to current but most of that increase is under the Insurance program of 



Life and no true income is available as members are not per capita involved until the year 2023. 

Then some income will increase so the statement a decrease is true but based on the current issue 

of lost income for new membership and the program for AMI. The program for AMI will not 

truly affect the state as their council members will not taxed per capita but in truth will lose that 

revenue for moving those members to another program. The statement concerning the 

expenditures from the period of 2013 to 2019 isn’t based on the audit reports as those years saw 

no major loses of revenue. However, in 2019 due to the issue at the state convention of 

membership attendance around 50%, the state didn’t allow for the issue of major council 

attendance in the area and travel, rooms etc., so the result was a penalty against the state council. 

Whereas, the WSC has been experience a budget deficit, from July 1, 2014 and June 30, 2020, 

averaging $16, 700…etc. I don’t recall seeing the financial work sheets of the audits prepared by 

auditor John Lee stating that fact. Unfortunately I have gotten rid of all of my financial 

statements the last year but I would welcome a quick review of the final income and 

expenditures for those periods which were not forthcoming in the resolution. It Is important that 

audit statements are substantiated and sometimes important in resolutions. 

The Per Capita income over the years has taken some minimal hits only in two years from 1981 

to 2013, one year a -8 and another -80. This is a minimal hit and other incomes may have 

provided for a positive end of year status. The financial reports given at the state annual meeting 

in May are indicative of the final gain or loss for the year. The report given at the summer 

meeting in all actually is the true report of all financial areas. 

Believe that the current year is operating at a deficit due to the increased regional meeting 

scheduled from the usual 4 or 5 to 10, the incurred costs of those traveling and the statement (see 

enclosure 2), which may have explained the cost but not included. with no participation at the 

summer meeting except for state officers and District Deputies, the large expenditure of the past 

was highly reduced along with no state conventions the last two years due to covid 19 which 

only for the 2019 state convention. Council wise some losses were due to Covid 19 but overall 

locally in the district I haven’t saw a large loss except in my own council due to death, transfer, 

AMI and the usual late per capita payments which we are down to 3 at this stage and last year we 

were looking at around 12 so normal and the other councils in the district are having a bonus 

year.  

Whereas, the WSC will continue to support the very modest stipend for mileage and per diem, 

etc. without a resolution to change the state by-laws this can’t be changed, I personally over a 

couple of years tried to get increases to this program for the membership delegates which was 

continuously rebuffed by the state as to expensive even in good times so that is up to the future 

membership to address. 

The proposed budget for 2022 – 2023, noted (enclosure 2), was not included along with the 

resolution, again a resolution must be complete to be favorably considered. 

Now therefore, the increase of $2.00, for next year and a $.50 cent yearly raise on the 

membership is not a good point to address at this time with the inflation that the state addresses 

plus the cost of all other things going on in daily life. it is evident that a normal average council 



to have an overall $5.00 raise of a member’s dues would and will put a hardship on those 

families who are daily subsisting on what they are earning. Life has changed but we can’t put 

that burden on our young membership let along our older membership even if they reach the 

honorary or honorary life plateau. I do see however a greater loss possible in membership and 

being told to buck that $5.00 to the member is definitely out of the question if approved by a 

2/3rd vote of the delegates present which is required. 

Comment: I add that if the resolution had addressed possible a $2.00 raise and dropped the extra 

$.50 cent per year for 6 years it might have gotten a favorable reaction.(there is a paragraph in 

Robert’s Rules Rev 12 that addresses 59:81 “when the committee recommends amendments to a 

resolution, in cases where it is not empowered to incorporate them itself, the chairman reports as 

follows; research this area for a long explanation of how to.  The problem there is that the by-

laws written and adopted in 2019 handcuffed the resolutions committee of addressing that issue 

and re-smithing the word change that would have allowed that, remember “may not”. 

Recommend that the Resolution Committee Reject due incomplete resolution, failure to include 

Inactive Members in Article VII, Section 3, and the added burden on those council unable to 

afford the based increase overall of $5.00 increase as mentioned as a cause of lost income due to 

Covid 19, job losses and others the last couple of years. 

Resolution 13, Amending Article VIII reports Section 4 

The main issue here is the fact that the Whereas, it has been proposed by a separate resolution 

Number__?__ to __?___ Amending Article VI Section 1d, …..etc. 

An incomplete resolution does not state a complete statement therefore the resolutions committee 

should use it judgement on the proper action. This resolution “may not” be amended by the 

resolutions committee iaw Washington state resolution adopted in 2019 that handcuffed the 

resolutions committee in what action it might take in circumstances such as needing a much-

needed change basically to make a resolution complete. 

Again this in the original resolution under the elected part of the resolution Art VI, section 1d 

which states that the District Deputy is appointed, and Art Vi is titled Duties of Elected Officers. 

The Resolutions Committee should reject as it doesn’t meet the March 15 submission date of 

proposed resolution. 

Resolution 14 Amending Article VIII Section 5 

The question here is if there are still clubs operating with the jurisdiction of the Washington State 

Council, if they, the Grand Knights is not required to make a report, what control does the state 

have over the management of that club and who would be responsible for any issues arising from 

that council club 

I don’t recall seeing lately any action from Supreme on the club issue Order wise, if so, please 

inform the delegates the status of clubs in our jurisdiction and the controls. 



If this portion of the by-laws is no longer need, then is should be stricken from the original by-

;laws still active. 

Recommend that this resolution be adopted. 

Resolution 15 Amending Article III, Section 5 be rewritten. 

Overview: Robert’s Rules of Order, explain the view of resolutions committee once they receive 

resolutions submitted for action. The several pages in question strongly advocate that the 

resolutions committee be allowed to use the resolution process of rewording areas that would be 

beneficial to the delegates and the Washington State Council by-laws but due to the Resolution 

change in 2019 stating that the Resolution Committee May Not correct, change or add to any 

resolution. 

The Robert’s Rules of Order in two cases outline the feeling of Robert’s Rule which is strongly 

supported in its correspondence to all state jurisdiction’s that if not in the Supreme By-Laws, 

Robert’s Rules of Order apply. 

Further resolved. That Artic III, Section 5 be rewritten “To protect the integrity of the resolution 

process, resolutions may be amended at the State Councils Annual Meeting. 

Further Resolved, that Art III Section 5 paragraph a, remain unchanged as part of the section 

stated. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Everett J. Roberts Grand Knight, PSD and Dennis J. Wachter Past Grand Knight 

Council 11762, St. John Bosco Lakewood, WA 98498 

Comments on Resolutions proposed Columbus Charities (CCC) By-Laws for 119th State 

Convention. 

Having read the Columbus Charities recommended by other Councils, we concur with their areas 

of address in the Revised Columbus Charities By-Laws which are in agreement that need to be 

updated to current situations. 

Comments on two areas basically: Article VIII, Section 9, f4, this is financial control of funds of 

the Columbus Charites and as such the Board of Directors should be the final dispension of 

funds. 

Article IX, Section 1, The Board may authorize any officer or officers, agents of the Corporation 

to enter into a contract or execute……..specific. this would mean not understanding laws but 

knowing that once a contract is negotiated, then the Board would have to approve and this would 

not be in the interest of the Columbus Charities and financially could be damaging. 

Art VIII, Section 9, f6 The removal of any committee Member, with or without 

recourse…Board. And Section 10, e6, addresses the same issue.  

Comments: in most cases the Supreme Council in its statements in Grand Knight HB, and other 

published articles regarding members that are accused of acting not in the best interest of the 

Knights of Columbus are offered recourses of a review by their peers. The Columbus Charites in 

Article V, Membership, Section 10, e6 The same action may be taken….etc. this would come 

again under the rights of a member of the Knights of Columbus. 

 

 

  


